In the last years, huge RDF graphs with trillions of triples were created. To be able to process this huge amount of data, scalable RDF stores are used, in which graph data is distributed over compute and storage nodes for scaling efforts of query processing and memory needs. The main challenges to be investigated for the development of such RDF stores in the cloud are: (i) strategies for data placement over compute and storage nodes, (ii) strategies for distributed query processing, and (iii) strategies for handling failure of compute and storage nodes. In this manuscript, we give an overview of how these challenges are addressed by scalable RDF stores in the cloud. 5 http://www.sparsity-technologies.com/ 6 http://titan.thinkaurelius.com/ molecules aims for an efficient processing of star-shaped queries, in which the triple patterns are joined on the subject. Also path-shaped queries might be processed efficiently, if the length of the path is smaller than the diameter of the molecule.
Introduction
In the last years, huge RDF graphs with trillions of triples were created. For instance, the number of Schema.org-based facts that are extracted out of the Web have reached the size of three trillions [98] . Another example is the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) that would like to convert its datasets into RDF resulting in a graph consisting of trillions of triples. To date no such scalable RDF store exists and the current EBI RDF Platform can handle only 10 billion triples [88] .
In order to provide RDF stores that can scale to these huge graph sizes, researchers have started to develop RDF stores in the cloud, where graph data is distributed over compute and storage nodes for scaling efforts of query processing and memory needs. The main challenges to be investigated for such development are: (i) strategies for data placement over compute and storage nodes, (ii) strategies for distributed query processing, and (iii) strategies for handling failure of compute and storage nodes. In this manuscript, we want to give an overview of how these challenges have been addressed by scalable RDF stores in the cloud that have been developed in the last 15 years.
In section 3, we give an overview of the different architectures of scalable RDF stores in the cloud. Basically there exist three types of architectures. The first type uses general cluster computing frameworks like Spark 3 or HBase 4 to perform queries on RDF graphs. The second type -so-called distributed RDF stores -splits the RDF graph into smaller parts that are then stored and queried on the compute and storage nodes. The last type are federated query processing systems. These systems do not have any influence on the data distribution over compute and storage nodes. Instead, they process queries over several RDF stores.
In case of cluster computing frameworks and distributed RDF stores, the RDF graph is distributed among several compute and storage nodes. The general procedure of data distribution strategies is to first split the graph into several not-necessarily disjoint triple sets. In relational and NoSQL databases this splitting is called sharding. Thereafter, the individual triple sets are assigned to compute and storage nodes. An overview of how these two steps are preformed by the existing RDF stores is given in section 4.
Querying a distributed dataset is usually done by splitting the query into subqueries that can be answered locally without the need to exchange data over the network. The results of these subqueries are finally combined into the overall results of the query. In order to identify which parts of the queries can be answered locally on which compute nodes, an index is required that stores information about the data distribution. The different types of indices are described in section 5. An overview of how distributed query processing is done by RDF stores in the cloud is given in section 6.
Another challenge of scalable RDF stores in the cloud is that the failure of an individual compute or storage node should not lead to the failure of the complete RDF store. A brief overview of how this challenge is addressed is given in section 7.
In order to evaluate how well RDF stores in the cloud solve the challenges in the cloud, their performance needs to be evaluated. In section 8, we will present different methodologies how RDF stores in the cloud are evaluated.
Due to the huge amount of RDF stores in the cloud that were developed in the last 15 years, we will not present distributed solutions for the handling of RDF streams or reasoning. Interested readers are referred to [118] . Beside RDF stores in the cloud there also exist distributed graph databases like Sparksee 5 or Titan 6 as well as distributed graph processing frameworks like PGX.D [61] or PEGASUS [66] . They are not described in this manuscript since they have not been presented as part of an RDF store, yet. Furthermore, this manuscript gives an overview of how RDF stores in the cloud work. Readers interested in a performance comparison of RDF stores in the cloud are referred to, e.g., [49] .
Preliminaries
RDF stores in the cloud have to deal with the two challenges how to distribute RDF graphs on several compute and storage nodes and how to retrieve data thereafter again. The following two sections formalize these challenges. The given definitions are the usual definitions found in the literature. This section was taken from [64] .
Formalization of Graph Cover Strategies
In order to illustrate different graph cover strategies, we use Figure 1 as our running example. The graph represents the knows relationship between two employees of the university institute WeST and one employee of the Leibniz institute GESIS. Additionally, the graph includes the ownership of the dog Bello. The terms r:, e:, w:, g:, and f: abbreviate IRI prefixes. To formalize the data distribution challenge, we define RDF graphs like in [53] . Assume a signature σ = (I, B, L), where I, B and L are the pairwise disjoint infinite sets of IRIs, blank nodes and literals, respectively. The union of these sets is abbreviated as IBL. (s, p, o) ∈ T is also called a triple with subject s, property p and object o. To simplify later definitions, the functions subj(t), obj(t) and prop(t) return the subject, object or property of triple t, respectively. Likewise, we use subj(T ), obj(T ) and prop(T ) to refer to the set of subjects, objects and properties in the triple set T .
In the context of distributed RDF stores, the triples of a graph have to be assigned to different compute and storage nodes (in the following, we refer to them more briefly as compute nodes). The finite set of compute nodes is denoted as C in the rest of this paper.
Definition 2. Let G denote an RDF graph. Then a graph cover is a function cover : G → 2 C , that assigns each triple of a graph G to at least one compute node. Definition 3. The function chunk returns the triples assigned to a specific compute node by a graph cover (graph chunks). It is defined as
This definition allows for triples being replicated on several compute nodes. If the graph chunks are pairwise disjoint the underlying graph cover is called a graph partitioning. 7 Some frequently used graph cover strategies require two additional definitions. Example 1. The graph cover shown in Figure 2 is subject-complete, since all triples with the same subject are located in the graph chunk of c 1 or c 2 .
Definition 5. A path P is a sequence t 0 , t 1 , ..., t n , if ∀i ∈ [0, n] : t i ∈ G ∧ ∀j ∈ [0, n] : j = i ⇒ t j = t i and ∀i ∈ [1, n] :
The length of path P is n + 1.
Example 2. In the example Graph shown in Figure 1 , (w:daniel, f:knows, w:martin), (w:martin, f:knows, g:wanja) is a path of length 2. Several RDF stores in the cloud create subsets of an RDF graph that are distributed among the compute nodes. One frequently used graph subset is called a molecule. A molecule is a set of triples that are reachable from its anchor vertex. This property of Before the semantics of a SPARQL query can be defined, some additional definitions are required. In the following Q represents the set of all SPARQL queries.
Definition 11. The function var : Q → V returns the set of variables occurring in a SPARQL query. It is defined as: The abbreviated notation µ(t) with t ∈ TP means that the variables in t are substituted according to µ.
Example 5. The following three partial functions are variable bindings, that assign values to some variables. µ 1 would be an intermediate result produced by the first triple pattern of the example query in example 4 whereas µ 2 and µ 3 would be produced by the second triple pattern.
Example 6. The variable bindings µ 1 and µ 2 from example 5 are compatible since in both variable bindings g:wanja is assigned to ?v 2 which is the only variable occurring in the domains of both variable bindings. µ 1 and µ 3 as well as µ 2 and µ 3 are not compatible because they assign different values to common variables.
Definition 14. The join of two sets of variable bindings Ω 1 and Ω 2 is defined as
The variables contained in dom(µ 1 ) ∩ dom(µ 2 ) are called join variables.
Example 7. The join of the two variable bindings sets {µ 1 } and {µ 2 , µ 3 } from example 5 produces a result set only containing the variable binding {(?v 1 , w:martin) , (?v 2 , g:wanja) , (?v 3 , "Wanja")} because only µ 1 and µ 2 are compatible.
[107] and [16] define the semantics of a SPARQL query as follows:
Definition 15. The evaluation of a SPARQL query Q over an RDF Graph G, denoted by Q G , is defined recursively as follows:
The execution of a query requires the translation of a SPARQL query into a query execution tree. This tree defines the individual operations and their execution sequence. Thereby, each node of the query execution tree consists of three components: (i) the name of the operation to be executed, (ii) the set of variables that are bound in the resulting variable bindings and (iii) the set of child operations.
Definition 16. Let L node be the set of node labels and Υ = L node × 2 V × 2 Υ the set of all query execution trees, then a query execution tree of a query Q, denoted as Q , is defined recursively as follows:
1. If tp ∈ TP then tp = (tp, var(tp), ∅).
If
Example 8. Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of one query execution tree for the example query from example 4. The following query execution tree represents the first join in its mathematical representation. It has the two child trees (tp 1 , 
Architectures
The RDF stores in the cloud can be categorized into three groups that characterize their architecture. The first type of RDF stores in the cloud make use of cloud computing frameworks (see Sec. 4). These frameworks hide the complexity of distributed systems from the developers. This reduced developing complexity comes with the cost of limited influence on, e.g., the data placement. To overcome these limitation, developers of distributed RDF stores have to address the challenges of data placement, distributed query processing and fault tolerance on their own (see Sec. 3.2) . In contrast to this, federated RDF stores aim to query data from several RDF stores that manage the stored data on their own (see Sec. 3.3). One application scenario would be querying several remote SPARQL endpoints that can be found in the linked open data cloud.
One RDF store in the cloud that caused a lot of attention after its launch is Neptune 12 . Due to a lack of descriptions that can be found, it is unclear which architecture it has.
RDF Stores Using Cloud Computing Frameworks
Implementing a distributed system is a challenging task. To reduce the complexity, several RDF stores in the cloud are realized on top of cloud computing frameworks. As shown in Fig. 4 , these RDF stores need a master node that translates the RDF graph into some format that can be stored within the cloud computing frameworks. This is the job of the graph converter. Similarly, SPARQL queries need to be translated into queries or tasks that can be executed on the cloud computing framework to produce the query results that are then transferred back to the user. This is done by the query translator.
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Converter Translator Framework Fig. 4 : Architecture of an RDF store using a cloud computing framework.
One of the first cloud computing frameworks that was used to build RDF stores in the cloud is Hadoop 13 [135] . RDF stores like SHARD [116] , HadoopRDF [42] and CliqueSquare [44] transform the RDF graph into one or several files that are stored in the distributed file system of Hadoop [128] . SPARQL queries are translated into one or several jobs that are executed within Hadoop. Depending on how the RDF graph is separated into files, one or several files are processed during query execution.
To simplify the usage of Hadoop, the high-level query language and execution framework Pig 14 [99] was developed on top of Hadoop. Instead of translating SPARQL into Hadoop jobs directly, systems like PigSPARQL [122] and RAPID+ [72] translate SPARQL into the Pig query language. Pig then translate the code into Hadoop jobs and tries to optimized the orchestration of the individual jobs.
One of the main limitations of Hadoop is that the result of each individual task has to be written back into the distributed file system. To overcome this limitation, Spark 15 [144] was developed. Spark stores the result of each job in main memory. These results can be used by several other jobs before the final result is optionally persisted on disk. Spark is used by SPARQLGX [50] , S2RDF [124] , SPARQL-Spark [96] and PRoST [29] .
On top of Spark the graph processing framework GraphX 16 [45] was developed. In this framework a graph can be loaded and algorithms can be performed on it. These algorithms are vertex-centric, i.e., each vertex is able to receive, process and send messages to its neighboured vertices. S2X [121] translates SPARQL queries into such vertex-centric algorithms to produce the query results. Similar to S2X TripleRush [130] , Random Walk TripleRush [132] (both basing on Signal/Collect [131] ) and [46] use vertex-centric graph processing frameworks.
Another type of cloud computing frameworks are NoSQL (Not only SQL) database systems. These systems usually scale well with a high number of compute nodes and a fault tolerant. Their withdraw is that they usually do not provide ACID transactions. One type of NoSQL systems are key-value stores. These systems map a unique key to an arbitrary value. DynamoDB 17 [34] is such a distributed key-value store. It is used in AMADA [24] to index and store the triples of the RDF graph.
Column-family stores are another type of NoSQL database systems. These systems store tabular data like in relational databases. Instead of storing all data of a row physically together, column-family stores locate all entries of a set of columns (i.e., a column-family) physically together. Examples of these stores are HBase 18 (used by Jena-HBase [70] , H 2 RDF+ [103] ), Cassandra 19 [77] (used by CumulusRDF [75] ), Accumulo 20 (used by Rya [114] and RDF-4X [4] ) and Impala 21 [117] (used by Sempala [123] and [111] ). RDF stores relying on these column-family stores usually vary in the way how they store the RDF graph in tables.
The last type of NoSQL database systems that are used in RDf stores are document stores. Document stores store the data in documents which are objects with arbitrary fields and values. Each of the fields can be used to index the data. The RDF store [32] uses Couchbase 22 and D-SPARQ [95] uses MongoDB 23 .
Distributed RDF Stores
In contrast to RDF stores that use cloud computing frameworks, distributed RDF store have to address the challenges resulting from the distribution. To reduce the complexity of these challenges, most distributed RDF stores are realized with a master-slave architecture. In this architecture a dedicated compute node is the master. It is responsible for coordinating the individual slaves that store the RDF graph and process the queries. The disadvantage of this architecture is that the master node can easily become a bottleneck of the distributed RDF store. To overcome this limitation some distributed RDF stores are realized with a peer-to-peer architecture in which the design of every compute node is identical.
Distributed RDF Stores with Master-Slave Architecture. In distributed RDF stores that have a master-slave architecture there exists one master and several slaves. The master is a dedicate compute node that is responsible for the coordination of all slaves. The slaves are the compute nodes that store the graph and process the queries. The general architecture of such a distributed RDF store is shown in Figure 5 . When a graph is loaded, the master first replaces each string identifier of a resource by a shorter unique integer identifier. This replacement reduces the storage size of the graph that needs to be processed. The mapping between the string and integer identifiers are stored in the dictionary. Thereafter, the graph cover creator assigns the triples to the individual slaves. Thereby, an index is created which keeps track on which slave which part of the graph is stored. Each slaves stores the triples assigned to him in its local RDF storage.
In order to query the RDF store, a query is send to the master. The query coordinator first encodes all string identifier in the query with the help of the dictionary. The query is then translated into a query execution tree and optimized. With the help of the index, the query coordinator can decide which part of the query can be executed on which slave and initiates the query processing on the slaves. On each slave the query processor processes the (sub)query assigned to him on the local RDF storage. The intermediate results can then be directly exchanged between all slaves. The final results are sent back to the query coordinator. With the help of the dictionary the query coordinator replaces the integer identifier of the results by it string identifier and sends them back to the user.
The architectures of Custered TDB [102] , COSI [23] , Partout [43] , GraphDB [17] , Blazegraph [2] , SemStore [138] , TriAD [52] , DREAM [55] , [105] , DiploCoud [139] and [104] are as described above. But there also exist variations of this architecture. For instance in Trinity.RDF [145] , WARP [62] , YARS2 [60] and 4store [58] the query coordinator also has to join intermediate results.
Some of the components of the master can be distributed among the slaves. For instance, in EAGRE [146] the graph cover creation is performed on all slaves in parallel and the index is distributed over all slaves. Furthermore, distributed RDF stores do not necessarily need all of the presented components. For instance, PHDStore [10] , 2way [106] and [27] do not need a global index and/or dictionary. If distributed RDF stores adapt the graph cover during runtime based on the actual workload, the master also contains a redistribution controller as in AdPart [57] , AdHash [9, 56] and Spartex [5] .
Beside these pure distributed RDF stores there also exist hybrid RDF stores that also use some cloud computing infrastructure. In Sedge [142] a reimplementation of Pregel [84] is used to process distributed queries. A more common approach is, to use Hadoop to process only distributed joins as done in [63] , [39] , [143] , SPA [81] , VB-Partitioner [79] , SHAPE [80] and [137] .
Distributed RDF Stores with peer-to-peer Architecture. In distributed RDF stores that follow the peer-to-peer architecture all compute nodes -called peers -consist of the same components. This architecture has the advantage that no single compute node can become a bottleneck by design. The disadvantage is that usually no compute node knows how many compute nodes exist and how the data is distributed among all compute nodes. Usually in systems like Edutella [37, 97] , RDFPeers [25] , PAGE [35] , GridVine [6, 31] , RDFCube [87] , Atlas [67] , 3RDF [12] , [13] and [101] , a distributed index is used that routes requests to the compute node storing the requested data. Since this distributed index is the central component of the architecture, the implementation choice of the index determines how the triples of the RDF graph are assigned to the compute nodes. The architecture of most peer-to-peer distributed RDF stores is shown in Figure 6 .
To load an RDF graph, the complete graph can be sent to any compute node. The graph cover creator asks the distributed index on which compute node the individual triples should be created. Based on this decision the triples are distributed over the compute nodes. When a compute node receives triples from a graph cover creator, it inserts them into its local RDF store and updates the distributed index. In order to speed up the graph loading procedure, the RDF graph can be split into several parts that are processed by the graph cover creators on several compute nodes in parallel.
When a user sends a query to any of the compute nodes, the query coordinator creates the query execution tree. Based on the index the query coordinator decides which part of the query execution tree is sent to which compute node. When a query processor receives some subquery from a query coordinator, it retrieves the requested information from its local RDF store. The intermediate results are sent to other compute nodes or back to the query coordinator where they will be further processed. Finally, the query coordinator computes the overall results and send them back to the user. In contrast to the master-slave architecture, peer-to-peer distributed RDF stores usually do not have a global dictionary. As a consequence string identifiers are used when transferring triples during the loading of a graph or intermediate results during the query processing.
Federated RDF Stores
In the linked open data cloud 24 there exist many public datasets and SPARQL endpoints. In order to combine several datasets and query them together a naive approach would be to download all datasets and load them into a single RDF store. This naive approach has several disadvantages. First of all, it requires a lot of computational resources to store and process several datasets at once. Furthermore, when the datasets change, the system would need to keep track of these changes and update its local copies of the datasets.
To overcome these limitations, federated RDF stores have been developed. Their basic idea is to query remote RDF stores directly. The general architecture of federated RDF stores is shown in Figure 7 . In order to query the remote RDF stores a global index Query
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Local RDF Cache RDF Store Fig. 7 : Architecture of a federated RDF store.
is required that indicates which RDF stores contain data that are relevant for the query. This index is created by retrieving statistical information that are provided by the remote RDF stores (e.g., SPLENDID [48] , WoDQA [8] , LHD [134] , DAW [120] , SemaGrow [26] , FEDRA [91] , LILAC [92] and Odyssey [90] ) or the user (e.g., DARQ [115] ), by sending special queries to the remote RDF stores (e.g., FedX [127] , ANAPSID [7, 93] , Lusail [86] ) or by observing the results that are returned during the processing of user queries (e.g., ADERIS [83] ). Also combinations of these strategies are possible as in Avalanche [18] . Also the absence of the index is possible if the resource IRIs are dereferenced as proposed by SIHJoin [76] . When a user sends a query, the query coordinator transforms it into a query execution tree. With the help of the index it can decide from which remote RDF store can contributed to the query. Based on this decision it forwards the query or parts of it to the corresponding remote RDF stores. The returned intermediate results are joined by the query coordinator and finally sent back to the user. In order to speed up the query execution, the query federator also contains a local RDF cache in which data retrieved by previous queries is cached. This cached data can be reused for future queries, which might reduce the number of queries that needs to be sent to the remote RDF stores.
Graph Cover Strategies
One core aspect of RDF stores in the cloud is, how the RDF graph is distributed among the compute nodes, resulting in a graph cover. A common procedure to create a graph cover is to first split the RDF graph into small possibly overlapping subsets. Thereafter, this graph subsets are assigned to compute nodes. In RDF stores that bases on cloud computing frameworks, the influence on how this assignment to compute nodes is done is usually limited. Therefore, in section 4.1 is described how a graph is split into subsets that are then stored in the cloud computing framework. The graph cover strategies of distributed RDF stores can in general be separated into three categories: (i) hash-based graph cover strategies (see section 4.2), (ii) graph-clustering-based graph cover strategies (see section 4.3) and (iii) workload-aware graph cover strategies that distributes the graph based on a historic query workload (see section 4.4) . In order to reduce the amount of queries that need to combine data from different compute nodes, the n-hop replication was proposed that replicates triples at the border of the chunks of arbitrary graph cover strategies (see section 4.5).
When RDF stores are queried frequently, the initial distribution of the graph on the compute nodes might be suboptimal for the current query workload. To improve the query performance, some RDF stores have implemented a dynamic graph cover strategy (see section 4.6) . This strategy observes the current query workload and tries to optimize the data placement by moving or copying parts small triple sets from one compute node to another.
Since there are is huge number of graph cover strategies, we focus in this section only on the most frequently graph cover strategies and give only hints to a few variations that can be found. We do not present exotic graph cover strategies that were only used in a single RDF store. Parts of this section was taken from [64] .
Graph Cover Strategies in Cloud-Computing-Framework-Based RDF Stores
RDF stores that build on cloud computing frameworks have usually limited influence how the data is placed on the individual RDF stores. There influence is limited to the way how the RDF graph is split into subsets that are stored in files or tables. The goal of splitting the RDF graph into subsets is to reduce the amount of triples that need to be processed during the query execution. This is achieved by storing all triples with the same subject, object, predicate or combinations of them in the same file or table.
Molecule Graph Splits. In order to process star-shaped queries efficiently, the RDF graph is split into molecules of diameter 1. This means that all triples with the same subject are stored in one file. D-SPARQ [95] , follows this approach. The advantage of the molecule graph cover is that star shaped queries whose triple patterns are joined on a subject no join needs to be processed. In case of a constant subject only a single file needs to be processed. In order to reduce the number of required joins, RAPID+ [72] proposes to store all triples that have the same resource identifier at a subject or object position in a single file. Additionally, RAPID+ reduces the number of joins by increasing the molecule diameter in order to process path-shaped queries more efficiently.
In some RDF stores like Stratustore [129] , Sempala [123] and SHARD [116] all molecules are stored in a single table. Each molecule is basically represented by a single row in this table with the subject as unique identifier. The predicates are the column names and the object as the value stored in each cell. If the combination of subject and property occurs in several triples, these cells store a list of objects or several rows for this subject are created. This storage layout is called property table in the literature.
Vertical Graph Splits. The basic idea of the vertical cover originated in [3] to store RDF data in a relational database so that for each property a table is created in which all triples with this property are stored. In the context of distributed RDF stores, approaches like Jena-HBase [71] , PigSPARQL [122] , [147] and SPARQLGX [124] store all triples with the same property in a file or table. The advantage is that it is easy to compute but a query that matches with paths of length l will only match with triples on at most l compute nodes. Thus, this graph cover strategy is likely to result in an imbalanced workload and a high number of exchanged intermediate results. One disadvantage of the vertical graph split as presented above is, that frequently occurring properties like rdf:type lead to very large files. Therefore, the RDF store HadoopRDF [42] splits these tables based on combinations of properties and the RDFS types of the objects.
Another variant of the vertical graph split is realized in S2RDF [124] . In order to reduce the number of joins that need to be processed, they additionally create tables for all possible subject-subject and subject-object joins of triples.
Hash-Based Graph Cover Strategies
Hash Cover. A hash cover assigns triples to chunks according to the hash value computed on their subjects modulo the number of compute nodes. Thus, all triples with the same subject -i.e., a molecule -are located in the same graph chunk. This graph cover strategy is used, for instance, by Virtuoso Clustered Edition [40] , VB-Partitioner [79] , SPA [81] , 4store [58] and AdHash [9] . The advantages of the hash cover are that it is easy to compute and due to a relatively random assignment of triples to compute nodes the resulting graph chunks will have similar sizes. The disadvantages are that it may lead to a high number of exchanged intermediate results if a query matches with long paths. Since all hash covers are subject-contained, this graph cover strategy might be a good choice if the expected queries will only match with paths of a short length (ideally 1).
Beside the subject, distributed RDF stores like Trinity.RDF [145] , Clustered TDB [102] , YARS2 [59, 60] and RDFPeers [25] also use property and/or the object to assign each triple three times to the compute nodes. 25 Additionally, RDF stores like PAGE [35] and [13] append at least two elements of each triple and use the hash of the result to assign triples to compute nodes.
Hierarchical Hash Cover. Inspired by the observations that IRIs have a path hierarchy and IRIs with a common hierarchy prefix are often queried together, SHAPE [80] uses an improved hashing strategy to reduce the inter-chunk queries. First, it extracts the path hierarchies of all IRIs. For instance, the extracted path hierarchy of "http://www. w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type" is "org/w3/www/1999/02/ 22-rdf-syntax-ns/type". Then, for each level in the path hierarchy (e. g., "org", "org/w3", "org/w3/www", ...) it computes the percentage of triples sharing a hierarchy prefix. If the percentage exceeds an empirically defined threshold and the number of prefixes is equal or greater to the number of compute nodes at any hierarchy level, then these prefixes are used for the hash cover.
Example 10. Assume the hash is computed on the prefixes gesis and west of the subject IRIs in the example graph. If the hash function returns 1 for gesis and 2 for west the resulting hierarchical hash cover is shown in Figure 10 .
In comparison to the hash cover the creation of a hierarchical hash cover requires a higher computational effort to determine the IRI prefixes on which the hash is computed. For queries that match with paths in which the subjects and objects have the same IRI prefix the number of exchanged intermediate results may be reduced. This reduction might come at the cost of a more imbalanced query workload since only a few chunks will contain these paths. Thus, the use of the hierarchical hash cover might be beneficial (i) if the network connecting the compute nodes is slow or (ii) if other functionality such as prefix matching benefits from the hierarchical hash cover.
Graph-Clustering-Based Graph Cover Strategies
Graph clustering considers splitting a graph into partitions, i.e., a graph cover with pairwise disjoint graph chunks. In this area a wide variety of algorithms were developed (for instance, see the survey [85] ). The basic idea is that an RDF graph is partitioned by one of these algorithms. Since most of the graph clustering algorithm create an assignment from vertices to compute nodes, the triple are usually assigned to the compute node to which its subject was assigned to. The most frequently applied graph clustering approach is the minimal edge-cut partitioning which described below.
Another rarely used graph clustering algorithm tries to optimize the modularity. The modularity measures the difference between the actual number of edges within the partitions and the expected number of such edges. This strategy was applied for instance by MO+ [113] .
Minimal Edge-Cut Cover. The minimal edge-cut cover is a vertex-centred partitioning which tries to solve the k-way graph partitioning problem as described in [69] . It aims at minimizing the number of edges between vertices of different partitions under the condition that each partition contains approximately |V G | k many vertices. Details about the computation of k-way graph partitioning and the targeted approximation can, e.g., be found in [69] . RDF stores like D-SPARQ [95] , [63] and [105] convert the outcome of the minimal edge-cut algorithm, i.e., a partitioning of V G , into a graph cover of G by assigning each triple to the compute node to which its subject has been assigned. node c 2 . For our specific running example the result of the minimal edge-cut cover strategy is identical to the results of the hierarchical hash cover strategy depicted in Figure 10 .
In this example there exist two edges connecting vertices assigned to different chunks. One is the f:knows edge starting at g:wanja and ending at w:daniel. The other is the f:knows edge starting at w:martin and ending at g:wanja. Since the subject g:wanja of the first triple is assigned to c 1 , this triple is assigned to c 1 . The subject of the second triple w:martin is assigned to c 2 . Therefore, this triple is assigned to c 2 .
Since the minimal edge-cut cover considers the graph structure, the creation of the graph cover requires a high computational effort. The advantage of considering the graph structure might be a reduced number of exchanged intermediate results. This would make the minimal edge-cut cover a good choice if the network connection between compute nodes is slow.
In order to optimize the query performance, TriAD [52] creates an over-partitioning. For instance, to create a graph cover that assigns triples to 5 compute nodes, 100k-200k partitions are created. These partitions are then assigned to compute nodes. To improve the performance of queries that use RDFS schema information, in [108] the RDFS schema is replicated to all graph chunks. Since the minimal edge-cut can lead to graph chunks whose cardinally vary strongly, [133] proposes to weight vertices by the number of triples in which it occurs.
An alternative optimization is performed by EAGRE [146] . Instead of partitioning the original graph, a minimal edge-cut cover of the summary graph is created. Each vertex of the summary graph represents a set of molecules that have similar predicates. An edge (v 1 , v 2 ) in the summary graph is created, if any anchor vertex of the molecules contained in v 2 occur as object in any molecule contained in v 1 . The vertices are weighted by the number of molecules they contain. This graph cover strategy ensures that molecules with similar predicates are stored on the same compute node.
Workload-Aware Graph Cover Strategies
Another type of graph cover strategies assume that the query workload does not change much over the time. Therefore, they learn from a historic query workload which triples have been frequently queried together first. Based on this knowledge they try to find a optimal graph cover for future queries. These approaches are, for instance:
-The novel idea applied in WARP [62] is creating an initial minimal edge-cut cover and then replicate triples in a way such that all historic queries can be answered locally. -In COSI [23] edges are weighted based on the frequency they are requested by the historic query workload. Thereafter, a weighted minimal edge-cut partitioning is performed leading to an improved horizontal containment. -In [17] the resulting graph cover aims to balance the overall workload of all queries equally among all compute nodes. Thereby, each query is processed by a single compute node in an ideal case. To reach this goal, the proposed algorithm assigns the triples required by the queries to compute nodes in a way that the number of replicated triples is reduced.
-In Partout [43] the queries contained in the historic query workload are first generalized by replacing every rarely queried subject or object constants by variables. Thereafter, the matches of this generalized triple patterns are assigned to compute nodes in a way that (i) ideally each query can be answered by a single compute node without replicating triples and (ii) the query workload of all queries is distributed equally among all compute nodes. -DiploCloud [140] generalizes the queries in the historic query workload by using schema information. Then triple sets are computed that can produce a single query result. Finally, the triple sets are distributed equally among all compute nodes.
n n n-Hop Replication
Whenever a query combines data from different graph chunks, intermediate results need to be exchanged between different compute nodes. To reduce the number of exchanged intermediate results for a subject-complete graph cover of graph G, the n-hop replication strategy extends each of its chunks ch i by replicating all triples contained in some path of length ≤ n in G starting at some subject or object occurring in ch i . This way all queries that match with paths of length ≤ n could be processed without exchanging intermediate results. The n-hop replication is used by systems like [63] , VB-Partitioner [79] and D-SPARQ [95] . Example 12. Applying the 2-hop replication extension on the hash cover in Figure 2 results in the 2-hop hash cover shown in Figure 11 . In this cover a query could match with the path (g:bello, e:ownedBy, g:wanja) , (g:wanja, f:knows, w:daniel) on compute node c 2 without the need to exchange intermediate results.
The n-hop replication may reduce the number of transferred intermediate results at the cost of replicating triples. This replication will increase the effort to create the graph cover and increase the size of the graph chunks. Furthermore, the replication might cause a higher computational effort during the query processing since the replicated triples might lead to duplicate intermediate results. Thus, using the n-hop replication might be beneficial if the network connecting the intermediate results is slow and the number of replicated triples is low.
Dynamic Graph Cover Strategies
Graph covers created by one of the graph cover strategies above can lead to a high amount of data transfer between compute nodes, if the actual query workload needs to combine data stored on different compute nodes. In order to overcome this limitation, PHD-Store [9] and AdHash [9] keeps track of basic graph patterns that are queried frequently. When the frequency exceeds a threshold, triples that match with these frequent triple patterns are replicated in a way that these basic graph patterns can be executed locally.
Instead of only trying to reduce the network communication, Sedge [9] tries to primarily distribute the query workload equally among the compute nodes. Therefore, Sedge keeps track how frequently the molecules are queried together. If a set of molecules are queried together with a high frequency, these set of molecules is replicated to a compute node with a low workload.
Another type of graph cover strategies assumes that during runtime new triples can be added to the RDF store. In this setting it may happen that a single compute node stores much more triples then other compute nodes. To prevent the compute node from being overloaded, the triples of that compute node can be redistributed based on the prefix of some hash values (as done in [101] ). Another strategy is performed by [19] . The triples are sorted lexicographically and one half of them is sent to another compute node. In both cases the systems keep track to which compute node they have moved the triples.
Indices
RDF stores in the cloud distributed the triples of an RDF graph over several computers. When a query is sent to these RDF stores, they require an index which can tell on which compute nodes the data contributing to the query processing is located. These indices are either stored on a single compute node -i.e., the master or the query federator -(see section 5.1) or they are distributed over several compute nodes (see section 5.2). A centralized index has the advantage that it has knowledge about all graph chunks. To reduce the size of the index, some type of aggregation needs to be applied. In contrast to this distributed indices need fewer aggregation, since they are stored across all compute nodes. But a single index lookup might require the routing of the lookup via several compute nodes until the required information is found.
Centralized Indices
Hash-Based Index. In distributed RDF stores that apply some variant of a hash cover strategy (for instance, Virtuoso Clustered Edition [40] , 4store [58] or Trinity.RDF [145] ), no explicit index is required. Based on the knowledge of all compute nodes, the hash function and the triple elements that were hashed, the compute node to which triples following a specific pattern were assigned can be identified.
Statistics-Based Index. Another type of centralized indices base on statistical information about the resources occurring in the individual graph chunks. In RDF stores like DARQ [115] , FedX, [133] and Sedge [142] the frequency of every subject, property and object in each chunk is counted and stored. Since these information do not tell anything about the RDFS types contained in the graph chunks, systems like SPLENDID [115] , WoDQA [115] , LHD [115] , SemaGrow [115] , Avalanche [115] bases on VoID descriptions [11] of each graph chunk. These descriptions contain the occurences of URIs in the dataset, the used RDFs types and the properties that occur in triples whose objects occur as subject in triples assigned to a different compute node. Since these information might be complicated to collect in a federated setting, if the remote RDF stores do not provide VoID descriptions, ANAPSID [115] restricts itself to only count the occurrences of properties and RDFS types.
If a triple pattern with two constants is requested, the indices described so far could only restrict the number of queried compute nodes by either of the two constants. To restrict the number of queried compute nodes even further, LILAC [92] , SemStore [138] additionally count how frequently all subject-property, property-object and subjectobject combinations occur.
Since not all subjects and objects occurring in a dataset have an RDFS type, the RDF store Odyssey [90] defines the type of an subject v by the set of properties occurring in its molecule M v . Since the number of types might me very large, types with similar property sets are merged. Additionally, it counts how frequently instances of molecule types are connected by properties.
Summary-Graph-Based Index. In distributed RDF stores summary graphs are created. This summary graph can be queried to identify compute nodes that store triples required for the processing of a query. The definition of a summary graph differ between the RDF stores.
In TriAD [52] each graph chunk becomes a vertex in the summary graph. Since TriAD uses minimal edge-cut cover, the underlying algorithm assigns each vertex to a compute node. For each triple (s, p, o), an edge with label p is crated in the summary graph that connects the vertices representing the chunks stored on the compute nodes to which s and o were assigned to. To reduce the size of the summary graph, all edges connecting the same vertices and having the same label are represented by only a single edge.
Example 13. Figure 12 shows the summary graph created from the minimal edge cut cover in Figure 10 properties occurring within these compute nodes. To simplify the graphic, all labels were attached to a single edge instead of creating an own edge for every label. The two edges connecting both vertices represent both triples whose subject and object were assigned to different compute nodes.
Another type of summary graph is used by EAGRE [146] . Vertices in the summery graph represent molecule types. A molecule type is a set of all properties that occur in at least one molecule. To reduce the number of molecule types, molecule types with similar properties are merged. Each triple t contained in a molecule of type T 1 whose object is the anchor vertex of another molecule of type T 2 will result in an edge with the label of the property that connects the vertices T 1 and T 2 of the summary graph. Example 14. Figure 13 shows the summary graph created by EAGRE for the graph cover shown in Figure 10 . The three vertices represent the three different molecule types. The properties occurring in molecules of that type are written in the upper part of the vertex. The compute nodes on which molecules of that type can be found are listed in the bottom part of each vertex. The leftmost vertex represents the dog molecule, the middle vertex represents the employee molecules and the right vertex represents the institutes molecules. The e:employs edge connecting the institutes molecule type with the employees molecule type represents the edges that connect the two institutes with their employees.
Distributed Indices
In distributed indices every compute node knows only a part of the complete index. In order to find every entry of the complete index, the compute nodes have to forward the index lookup request to other compute nodes, until the compute node knowing the requested information is found. In order to route these index lookups, overlay networks are created that define to which compute node an index lookup should be forwarded.
Hash-Based Index. If a distributed RDF store uses a hash partitioning, each compute node can determine on which compute node a triple can be found, by knowing the set of all available compute nodes. This approach is done, for instance, by HDRS [22] and Virtuoso Clustered Edition [41] . In peer-to-peer distributed RDF stores, the set of all compute nodes might be large and change over time. To prevent the replication of this set and keeping it up-to-date on all compute nodes, each compute node only stores a set of neighboured compute nodes, to which index lookups might be forwarded. The definition of the neighbourhood creates an overlay structure. In peer-to-peer distributed RDF stores the following overlay structures are used frequently:
Ring structure. In RDFPeers [25] , PAGE [35] , Atlas [67] and [82] the compute nodes are order, e.g., by their IP address. This order defines the direct neighbours of each compute node. To ensure that every compute node has exactly two neighbours, the first and last compute node are defined as neighbours. An example of the resulting ring is shown in Figure 14a . If only the ring structure would be given, finding a compute node that stores the requested data would take linear time. To reduce the lookup time, each compute nodes stores shortcuts to compute nodes at later positions in the ring. For instance, compute node c 1 knows compute nodes c 2 , c 3 and c 5 . If c 1 is asked whether it knows some information about resource r, it can compute with the hash that triples with this resource would have been assigned to, e.g., c 6 .
Since he does not know c 6 he sends the request to c 5 which is closest to c 6 . Tree structure. In GridVine [6, 31] , UniStore [68] , 3RDF [12] , [14] , [13] the overlay network is based on a prefix tree as shown in Figure 14b . Each vertex in this tree represents a prefix. The root has an empty prefix, the left child of the root node has the prefix 0 and the leaf c 1 stores all triples with resources whose hash value start with 00. Each compute node knows the path from the root to itself. For each node n in the path, the compute node knows one compute node contained in the subtree of the siblings of n. For instance c 1 , would forward every hash with prefix 01 to compute node c 2 and every hash with prefix 1 to compute node c 3 . Combinations of both overlay structures can be found in [19] and [101] . The basic idea is initially they use the ring overlay structure. If one compute nodes has to store too many entries, it redistributes it triples based on a tree structure.
Schema-Based Index. Instead of using hash-based indices, the RDFS types can be used to distribute data. The RDFS types contained in a dataset usually build a type hierarchy. Similar to the tree overlay structure presented above, each compute node is responsible for the instances of the RDFS types assigned to him. If a compute node should retrieve instances of a given type T that is not assigned to him, it searches for a superclass of T for which he knows a responsible compute node and forwards the request to it. This so called semantic overlay network [30] is used, for instance, by SQPeer [73] .
Chunk-Integrated Summary Graph Index. A completely different type of distributed index is presented in [108, 109] . It adapts the idea of the summary graph from TriAD as described in section 5.1. Instead of realizing an separate index structure, it integrates the summary graph into its local RDF storage. With the help of these additional information a compute node can decide, whether the triples of another compute node has data that might lead to further query results. Figure 10 .
Example 15. Figure 15 shows the minimal edge-cut graph cover from Figure 10 extended by the triples from the summary graph. On c 1 the graph chunk from c 2 is represented by a super vertex named c 2 . All triples whose subject or object is contained in the graph chunk of c 1 but the counterpart not, is represented by an edge connecting the vertex within the chunk of c 1 with the super vertex representing the graph chunk in which the other vertex is contained. For instance, the subject of the triple w:daniel f:knows w:martin is contained in the chunk of c 1 whereas its object is only contained in the chunk of c 2 . Therefore, the chunk of c 1 is extended by the triple w:daniel f:knows c2. Furthermore, for each property p label occurring in the graph chunk of c 2 , a triple c2 p c2 is added to the chunk of compute node c 1 .
Distributed Query Processing Strategies
RDF stores in the cloud distribute RDF graphs over several compute nodes. One challenge which arises from this distribution is how to query the distributed graph. In general RDF stores in the cloud try to compute as much on the graph chunks as possible without the need to exchange data. Therefore, the received query is decomposed into subqueries that can be executed only on the individual graph chunks stored on a single compute node. In the simplest case these subqueries consist of a single triple pattern. Other systems can make use of some properties of the underlying graph cover. For instance, SHARD [103] uses a graph cover that assigns all triples with the same subject to one compute node. As a result, all star-shaped subqueries can be executed locally. Another example are RDF stores that make use of the n-hop replication. This replication ensures that all queries that match with a subgraph with diameter n can be executed locally. If the local RDF storage is able to return all partial matches of the query, the complete query can be executed by the local RDF storage. With the help of the indices, the number of compute nodes that can contributed to a subquery can be restricted.
The intermediate results of the subqueries needs to be joined in order to produce the overall query result. Several RDF stores transfer all intermediate results to a single compute node that is then responsible for joining it (see section 6.1). If a huge number of intermediate results are produced, the joining compute node might be overloaded. Therefore, several RDF stores distribute the join computation over several compute nodes (see section 6.2). An example how queries are executed in distributed graph processing frameworks is given in section 6.3.
Centralized Join
Especially in federated RDF stores, the intermediate results of subqueries that were executed on remote RDF stores have to be joined on the query federator. Thereby, the join strategies of relational databases are applied. The following join strategies are used: Merge join [89] : For this join the intermediate result lists must be ordered. One list is iterated and for each element the join candidates in the other list can be retrieved. Due to the ordering the other list does not need to be traversed from the beginning. Instead only the elements with the same value of the join variable needs to be reiterated. This join is performed by the distributed RDF store Partout [43] . Hash join [36] [7] and LHD [134] . Bind join [54] : In order to perform a bind join, the first subquery is executed. For each returned distinct intermediate variable binding µ, the second subquery is executed. Thereby, all variables bound by µ in the second subquery are substituted by the bound values. This type of join is performed by, e.g., FedX [127] , Avalanche [18] and SemaGrow [26] .
Beside performing a single type of join operation, RDF stores like DARQ [115] and SPLENDID [48] choose between a bind join and a nested loop join or between a bind join and a hash join, respectively. The choice depends on the expected number of returned results.
Another join strategy is performed by [105] . In this distributed RDF store partial evaluation [65] is performed. This means that the complete query is executed on the local RDF stores of each compute node. These local RDF stores return the overall results and all intermediate results. Distributed Hash Join. In DiploCoud [139] the intermediate results of the subqueries are joined by a distributed hash join. Basically, the distributed hash join is similar to a centralized hash join. The only difference is that each compute node is a bucket of the used hash table.
The hypercube hash join was initially presented in [20] and was used in the distributed RDF store presented in [28] . The basic idea is that for each join variable one dimension is created. For instance, if a query has three join variable, three dimensions are created. Therefore, we need to arrange the compute nodes as a three-dimensional cube. Each compute node is responsible for one cubic region within in this cube. Thereafter, every triple pattern is executed in parallel producing variable bindings. If the variable binding {(?v1, w:martin)} is produced, it is forwarded to all compute nodes that are responsible for the value hash(w:martin) in the ?v1-dimension. Each compute nodes performs a local join of the variable bindings it has received from the different triple patterns. Depending on the selection of the regions each compute node is responsible, the workload can be equally distributed among all compute nodes.
Distributed Merge Join. In a distributed merge join the intermediate result lists of the subqueries are sorted by the values of the join variables. Thereafter, each compute node receives all elements within a specific value range and joins them. This type of join is primarily performed in Hadoop-based RDF stores like H2RDF+ [103] , SHARD [103] , [63] and Spark-based RDF stores like SparkRDF [141] and SPARQLGX [50] .
Distributed Bind Join. On way to realize a distributed bind join is implemented in AdHash [9] . The first triple pattern is executed on each compute node. Thereafter, each compute node performs a centralized bind join based on the variable binding the first triple pattern has produced on this compute node.
In RDFPeers [25] , GridVine [6, 31] , Atlas [67] and 3RDF [12] a hash cover is applied which each triple is stored on at most three compute nodes based on the hash of its subject, property and object. As a consequence all triples in which one resource occurs are located on the same compute node. Since usually each triple pattern of a query contains at least one constant, all matches for this triple pattern can be found on a single compute node. In order to process a query, the query coordinator determines a sequence in which the compute nodes should be traversed to process all triple patterns. When moving from one compute node to the other, all intermediate results are transferred. In order to join the intermediate results, bind joins are performed.
In order to generalize and parallelize the previously described strategy, [82] introduced the so called spread by value querying strategy 26 . The basic idea is that the first triple pattern is processed on the computed nodes on which matches occur. These compute nodes start a bind join processing with the second triple pattern. When a compute node identifies with the help of the global index that for one triple pattern there exist matches on a different compute node, it will fork the query processing on the other compute node that will continue with this branch of the query execution. The final query results are sent back to the query coordinator. This strategy was also used by, for instance, [14] , [13] , [108, 109] and TripleRush [130] . In order to speed up the query execution, Trinity.RDF [145] performs the spread by value strategy from the first and the last triple pattern in parallel.
Example 16. In this example the basic graph pattern <w:WeST> <e:employs> ?v1. ?v1 <f:knows> ?v2. ?v2 <f:givenname> ?v3 should be executed on the graph cover with integrated summary graph index in figure 15 . The first triple pattern creates the variable binding {(?v1, w:martin)} on compute node c 2 . Based on this variable binding the variable ?v1 of the second triple pattern will be substituted by w:martin. When processing the triple pattern <w:martin> <f:knows> ?v2, the variable binding {(?v1, w:martin), (?v2, g:wanja)} is produced. Before processing the third triple pattern, ?v3 will be substituted by g:wanja. As a result <g:wanja> <f:givenname> ?v3 is executed. This time the only possible substitution for ?v3 is the super vertex c 1 . This match means that there exists a triple on compute node c 1 that would match with the triple pattern. Therefore, the query, the created variable binding, and the metadata that this variable binding was created by the first two triple pattern is sent to compute node c 1 . Now, c 1 executes <g:wanja> <f:givenname> ?v3 and produces the resulting variable binding {(?v1, w:martin), (?v2, g:wanja), (?v3, "Wanja")}. For the sake of simplicity, the other intermediate results produced by the triple patterns that were executed in parallel were skipped during the explanation of this example.
Distributed Query Processing in Graph Processing Frameworks.
In S2X [141] a different type of distributed query processing is presented. First, each vertex checks whether it can be a substitution for some variable in the query by checking its incident edges, their labels and the adjacent vertices. Thereafter, it notifies the neighboured vertices by its variable bindings. If for one variable binding no join compatible variable binding can be found on the neighboured vertices, it is discarded. The notification of the neighboured vertices and the discard of local variable bindings is repeated until the variable binding of each vertex in the graph does not change any more. The remaining variable binding can be retrieved and joined as the final results.
Fault Tolerance
One problem of RDF stores in the cloud is that a single compute node might fail or become disconnected from the network. RDF stores that bases on cloud computing frameworks mainly rely on the fault tolerance of the used framework. In federated RDF stores the actual data is stored on remote RDF stores that are not under control of the system administrator. As a result the fault tolerance is not an urgent problem for both types of RDF stores.
In contrast to these RDF stores, the failure of compute nodes is an issue for distributed RDF stores. Since most of these RDF stores that can be found in the literature are proof-of-concept implementations, they do not address the problem of fault tolerance. The few systems that deal with fault tolerance, address this problem by replication. Systems like Virtuoso Clustered Edition [41] suggest to create identical copies of all compute nodes. If one compute node fails, it is replaced by one of its copies.
Another strategy to become fault tolerant is used by, e.g., 4store [58] and RDFPeers [25] . In these distributed RDF stores there exists an partial order of all compute nodes, for instance, created by the comparison of their IP addresses. To ensures that every compute node has a successor and predecessor, the successor of the last compute node is the first compute node. Based on this ordering, the triples assigned to one compute node are also assigned to the neighboured compute nodes. If one compute node fails, the index forwards the queries to one of neighbours that store replicas of the data originally assigned to the failed compute node.
Evaluation Methodologies
In order to evaluate the performance of RDF stores several benchmarks were proposed. In general benchmarks consist of a dataset, a set of queries and several performance metrics. In order to test the RDF stores with differently-sized RDF graphs, benchmarks usually use a dataset generator that generated RDF stores based on a schema and/or specific characteristics. Some benchmarks provide fixed queries or query patterns that contain special variables that are substituted by constants after dataset generation (see section 8.1). Instead of providing query patterns, benchmark generators generate queries based on query characteristics (see section 8.2). In section 8.3, we elaborate how benchmark are used to evaluate distributed RDF stores.
Benchmarks
Lehigh University Benchmark. LUBM [51] was developed to test the query optimizer performance. It generates an RDF graph based on its Univ-Bench ontology. This ontology describes universities, their departments, employees, courses, students and related activities. In order to provide more realistic datasets, several constraints are applied during data generation. For instance, a university can have between 15 Load time is the time that the RDF store needs to parse and load the RDF graph. Repository size is the size of all files that are required by the RDF store to store the dataset including dictionary and indices. Query execution time is the average time to execute a query ten times. Query completeness and soundness measures with percentage of all results were retrieved and the percentage of correct results.
SP 2 Bench SP 2 Bench [126] was designed to test the most common SPARQL constructs and how they are applied in realistic queries. It provides a dataset generator that creates an RDF graph that follows the DBLP schema. This schema describes publications like articles and inproceedings with their bibliographic information. The generated graph mimics the characteristics of the real DBLP graph. SP 2 Bench provides 17 queries. They mainly focus on testing the join ordering capabilities of the query optimizer but also complex filters and duplicate elimination. The characteristics of the queries are given in table 2. The proposed performance metrics are:
Load time is the time that the RDF store needs to parse and load the RDF graph. Query execution time is the average time to execute a query. Global query execution time is the arithmetic and geometric mean of all 17 queries. It is computed by multiplying the execution times of all 17 queries and then computing the 17th root of the result. If a query could not be processed, it is punished with 3600 seconds. Memory consumption is measured by (i) the maximum amount of memory that was allocated during the processing of each individual query and (ii) the average memory consumption of all queries.
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM). The BSBM 27 [21] focusses on the use case of an e-commerce platform. It aims to simulate the search and navigation patterns of multiple concurrently acting customers. The dataset is generated based on a relational schema. This schema represents products, their offers and the custom reviews of the products. BSBM provides 12 query patterns whose characteristics are given in table 3 . These query mainly test the ability to optimize the join ordering and the early application of filters. In BSBM a query pattern refers to a query in which some constants are replaced by a special type of variable. During the runtime of the benchmark these special variable are replaced with varying constants occurring in the dataset. A set of queries in which each query pattern is instantiated is called a query mix. Several of these query mixes are executed in parallel in order to measure the performance of the RDF store. The proposed performance metrics are: Semantic Publishing Benchmark (SPB). The SPB 28 [74] is a benchmark motivated by the industry. The use case is a publisher organization that provides metadata about its published work. Many journalists search for data and perform insertions and deletions concurrently. SPB provides a dataset generator that is designed to create datasets with several billions of triples that mimic the BBC datasets. Similar to BSBM it provides query templates that contains special variables that will be instantiated before query execution. SPB defines two set of query templates. The basic query set focuses on join ordering, duplicate elimination and filtering whereas the advanced query set additionally contains, e.g., analytical queries. The query characteristics are given in FedBench provides two self-made query sets as well as the queries from SP 2 Bench for the three data collections. The first two query sets focus on the number of data sources involved, the join ordering and query results set sizes. Since the actual benchmark cannot be found online any more, the characteristics of the queries cannot be examined. The proposed performance metrics are:
Query execution time for each executed query.
Number of requests to remote RDF stores during the processing of each query.
Benchmark Generators
DBPedia SPARQL Benchmark (DBSB). The general idea of DBSB [94] is to scale the DBPedia dataset to the required size and create queries based on a historic query log of DBPedia SPARQL endpoints. In order to generate the dataset a DBPedia dump is taken. To increase the size, triples are replicated and there namespaces are changed.
To shrink the dataset size, triples are removed in a way that its characteristics like the indegree and the outdegree of vertices is not changed. In order to generate queries, DBSB clusters all queries of a historic query log. Out of each cluster the most frequent queries were picked as well as queries that cover most SPARQL features. Based on the selected queries, new queries are generated by replacing the constants with resources of the generated dataset during the benchmark generation process.
Waterloo SPARQL Diversity Test Suite (WatDiv). WatDiv [15] was designed to create benchmarks that are able to test the performance change of RDF stores under varying dataset and query characteristics. Therefore, the dataset generator is able to create datasets with variations of (a) the entity types, (b) the graph topology, (c) the wellstructuredness of entities (i.e., which portion of the defined edges are usually present at an entity), (d) the probability of edges connecting two entities and (e) the cardinality of properties. In order to generate queries based on a dataset, the following characteristics are defined:
Triple Pattern Count defines the number of triple patterns occurring in the generated query. Join Vertex Count counts the number of resources or variables that occur in multiple triple patterns. Join Vertex Degree determined in how many triple patterns each join vertex occurs. Join Vertex Type defines whether a subject-subject, subject-object or object-object join is performed. Result Cardinality is the number of results. Filter Triple Pattern Selectivity defines with witch portion of the graph a triple pattern matches.
BGP-Restricted f-TP Selectivity determines to which extent a triple pattern contributes to the overall selectivity of a query. Join-Restricted f-TP Selectivity determines to which extent a triple pattern contributes to the overall selectivity of a join.
FEASIBLE. FEASIBLE [119] does not provide a dataset generator. Instead it can use an arbitrary dataset for which a historic query log exists. FEASIBLE aims to generate queries that have similar characteristics to the queries in the query log. Therefore, in a first step all syntactical incorrect queries and queries with no results are removed. Each query is transformed into a vector based on the following query characteristics:
SPARQL features defines which SPARQL features like SELECT, ASK, UNION, etc. occur in the query. Triple Pattern Count defines the number of triple patterns occurring in the generated query. Join Vertex Count counts the number of resources or variables that occur in multiple triple patterns. Join Vertex Degree determined in how many triple patterns each join vertex occurs. Join Vertex Type defines whether a subject-subject, subject-object or object-object join is performed. Triple Pattern Selectivity defines with witch portion of the graph a triple pattern matches.
From the resulting set of query vectors, the requested number of queries are selected in a way that their vectors are as far away as possible from each other.
SPLODGE.
The idea of SPLODGE [47] is to generated queries with a given set of characteristics from an arbitrary dataset. Thereby, it uses the following query characteristics: 
Performed Evaluations
The before mentioned benchmarks are usually used to evaluate and compare the performance of RDF stores as a whole. Table 5 summarizes the evaluations published from the beginning of 2016. All of them use are least one of the benchmarks described above.
Beside the generated datasets they usually also use a few realistic datasets. The maximal dataset size is in most cases approximately 1 billion triples. In two cases a dataset with up to 4.2 billion triples was used. Most RDF stores in the cloud were deployed on 10 compute nodes. In one evaluation 19 compute nodes were used. The evaluations in these papers use rather small datasets. To give a better overview of the capabilities of current RDF stores, [1] reports RDF stores running on a single server or in the cloud that could store RDF graphs consisting of several billions or even one trillion triples (see the summary in Table 6 : Evaluations of RDF stores reported by [1] .
In order to compare the influence of alternative graph cover strategies or different query execution strategies, all but the examined component of the distributed RDF store need to stay the same. This was done, for instance in [96] to compare different query execution strategies on top of Spark or in [33] , [63] , [79] and [146] to compare different graph cover strategies. But these evaluation used Hadoop or its distributed file system to exchange data during the query processing. As a result, it remains unclear whether their results are applicable on distributed RDF stores in which the data is exchanged directly between the compute nodes.
Conclusion
To cope with the growing size of huge graphs, scalable RDF stores in the cloud are used, where the graph data is distributed among several compute nodes. From this distributed setting several challenges like (i) the data placement strategy, (ii) the distributed query processing, and (iii) the handling of failed compute nodes. In this manuscript we gave an overview of how these challenges are addressed by RDF stores in the cloud.
Due to the high number of RDF stores in the cloud, we have only given an overview of core challenges in distributed RDF stores. Beside these core challenges there exist further features that are required during the practical usage of relational databases in the industry today. Realizing them in RDF stores is a challenging task so that they are only partly realized in RDF stores. In order to achieve a broader usage of RDF stores in industry, further research is required to implement these features in RDF stores in the cloud. In the following we describe some of these features. As an example use case we assume an online retailer.
When two customers try to order a unique product at the same time, only one of the orders must be successful and the other must fail. To prevent the situation that both cus-tomers could successfully order the unique product, transactional security (i.e., atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability) is required. Realizing transactional security in a distributed setting where the data is separated among several compute nodes might require a lot of coordination between the compute nodes. This additional coordination increase the query query execution time. To avoid this overhead while providing transactional security, most RDF stores in the cloud assume that the RDF graph is immutable after loading it. Only few RDF stores like Virtuoso Clustered Edition [40] allow for inserting or deleting triples after loading.
In order to identify which products were sold the most frequently in the last three month, the database is required to perform online analytical processing (OLAP) queries. This type of queries require a huge amount of data to be processed. In context of RDF stores in the cloud, processing OLAP queries cannot be done by sending all required data to a single compute node since a single compute node might be overloaded by the huge amount of data. Therefore, graph cover strategies and distributed query execution strategies need to be developed that support the parallel processing of OLAP queries with a low number of exchanged network packets.
To simplify the search for a product, the online retailer has categorized its products in a category hierarchy. For instance, an orange lemonade can be categorized as lemonade, soft drink and drink. With the introduction of SPARQL 1.1 [110] property paths were introduced that allow for requesting all offered drinks independently of the subcategory they belong to. This type of query differs from the pure graph pattern matching done in SPARQL 1.0 since it can easily require the traversal of long paths. In a distributed setting the traversal of long paths may lead to a high network traffic reducing the query execution time. One challenge arising from these queries is, how to optimize the data placement for these queries. Alternatively to SPARQL, the retailer might want to use other query languages like GraphQL 35 .
The retailer wants to prevent teenagers from buying alcohol. Therefore, he stores in database the rules that every customer younger than 20 is a teenager and teenagers should not be allowed to buy alcohol. These rules should be automatically applied to all customers. In order to realize this, RDF stores need the ability to reason about RDF graphs. In this context reasoning means inferring logical consequences and checking the consistency of the RDF graph. Usually, reasoning is done during the loading time of the graph and all logical consequences are stored as explicit triples in the graph. The challenge of distributed reasoning is that the reasoning of the complete graph might overload a single compute node. Therefore, distributed reasoning algorithms are required. A few RDF stores in the cloud like MaRVIN [100] and Rya [114] have addressed this challenge. Another problem is, if the RDF graph is mutable after loading. In this case the deletion or insertion of triples might produce inconsistencies, a lot of newly inferred triples need to be inserted or formerly inferred triples need to be removed.
Finally, the retailer wants to advertise summer products like swimwear, portable fans, etc. more prominently if the temperature in the town where the customer lives is high. Therefore, the constantly streamed data from temperature sensors needs to be processed. This quickly arriving stream data cause further challenges for RDF stores, like quickly combining the received data with static data, updating the database frequently or balancing the workload among all compute nodes. CQELS Cloud [78] is one example of a system that processes RDF streams in a distributed fashion.
